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Functionality

The SO-52v11-SC alarm annunciation unit is designed perform central; 
annunciation of alarms in power substation of all voltage levels. The module 
generates sound, light and other signals which are results of logic relations 
defined for occurring events.

If an alarm input is triggered or a condition for a collective alarm is met, the 
LED associated with a given alarm starts to blink and a sound signal is turned 
on.

Buttons on the front LED panel:
 ACCEPT - accepts active alarms. The sound signal ends and LEDs which are 

blinking - signalizing an alarm - start to shine continuously. Such a state 
occurs when the cause of an alarm has not diminished before accepting 
it.

 DELETE - switches off continuously shining LEDs, i.e. those which signalize 
already accepted alarms. The device switches into the waiting mode for 
subsequent alarms.

 TEST - tests all LEDs and initiates an internal test.
The alarm annunciation unit communicates with a substation system in 
a selected protocol, e.g. DNP 3.0, PN-EN 61850 or other. It supports a double 
CANBUS/RS-485 bus with the PPM2 protocol. The device is able to operate in 
the PRP mode.

The user may assign priorities to alarms, freely assigning them the color of 
each signalizing LED choosing from: red, green, yellow, blue. The brightness 
may be adjusted. Each signalizing LED may be described with a replaceable 
paper label.

The SO-52v11-SC annunciation unit presents alarms appearing in power 
substations in a clear and user-friendly way. It facilitates substation 
maintenance and damage dianostics.
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The alarm annunciation unit comprises the following components: 

, includes: LED signalization, 10 or 64 RGB LEDs, status 
LEDs and functional buttons.
PCS-101 - on-board version, 64 RGB LEDs, Ć  5mm
PCS-201 - on-board version, 10 RGB LEDs, Ć  10mm
PCS-301 - 19"-mount version, 64 RGB LEDs, Ć 10mm

- option, designed for presenting 
text communicates, viewing alarm registers and central signalization 
event log.

for input signals and alarms.
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Technical parameters

Structure

Installation

Sound signals, generated in the LED panel, may be associated with alarms. An external sound or light signal may be also turned on by 
configurable signalization outputs. It is possible to create logic functions, connecting incoming signals into collective alarms. During 
parameterization the logic level is defined which activates a given input signal. To create logic functions of the central signalization the 
pConfig configuration software is used.

The alarm annunciation unit may be installed independently of in 
substation controller cubicles. Signalization input modules together with 
a power supply unit are installed in a 19" subrack. The presentation panel 
comprising 64 signalization LEDs, sound alarm and buttons is installed in 
a central signalization cubicle. Optionally, the LED panel may be installed 
in a typical subrack or a specialized casing.
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BAS subrack power supply with two-circuit processing and two input voltages

Parameter

main supply voltage

reserve supply voltage

No.

1
2

Environmental conditions

operation temperature1
humidity2
Communication protocols

Value

220V DC class/DC3 (-20 to +15%)

230/220V AC/DC

Nominal ranges of inputs signal levels

direct current input voltages1 Un = 220V DC

alternating current input voltages2 Un = 230V AC

input current

galvanic izolation4
3 2 ÷ 5mA

2,5kV / RMS 1min.

level „1”1
level „0”2

Available range of input discrimination

Typical number of inputs

Dimensions

19" subrack1
LED panel PCS-101/PCS-201/PCS-3012
Screen with touch panel KWG-1xx3

0,4 ÷ 0,9 Un

0,05 ÷ 0,6 Un

64, 128

(width x height x depth) [mm]

483x266x230

235x266x66/147x147x83/483x133x52

210x266x63

-10 ÷ +50 °C

0 ÷ 95%

PN-EN 61850-8-1; 
PN-EN 60870-5-101,103; DNP 3.0
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PCS-301 in a signalization cubicle

PCS-101 - dimensions

PCS-301 - dimensions
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